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PHASES OF NUCLEAR MATTER OBSERVED INHEAVY ION COLLISIONS�Zbigniew MajkaM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived Marh 6, 2003)This talk is a brief overview of strongly interating matter phase tran-sition studies. To begin with, I will disuss the phase transition of nulearmatter investigated in intermediate energy domain of heavy ion ollisions.Then I will jump to the relativisti energies to review the �xed target exper-imental signatures of the quark�gluon plasma phase transition. The reentexperiments at the ultrarelativisti ollider energies will also be introdued.Finally, I will shortly mention a new projet dediated to investigate thenovel states of dense baryoni matter.PACS numbers: 21.65.+f, 24.10.�i, 25.70.Gh,25.75.�q1. IntrodutionPhase transitions in substanes have been investigated for over a entury.These studies were predominantly foused on marosopi systems ontain-ing a large number of onstituents. The substane in the atomi nuleus isalled nulear matter. It is generally believed that nulear matter an existin several phases. When trying to study the phases of nulear matter oneenounters problems. One of them is related to the size of the researh ob-jet. The biggest �piees� of nulear matter available in laboratory ontaina small number of nuleons and an be obtained from olliding the biggestnulei giving the largest nulear systems with less than 500 nuleons. On theother hand, nulear matter in large quantities probably exists in the neutronstars whih are the end of stellar evolution. However, the matter in neutronstars is only aessible by indiret observation of the pulsar radiations. Theextended nulear matter had been also present during a ertain period oftime after the Big Bang. The investigation of this form of nulear matteran be done by studying the omposition and distribution of matter in thepresent state of the Universe.� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2333)



2334 Z. MajkaA substane in statistial equilibrium an be haraterized by a few ther-modynami variables and a non trivial relation between these variables isalled an equation of state (EOS). Atually di�erent relations are of interestin nulear physis e.g. the relation between pressure p and baryon density �and temperature T , p(�; T ) or between p and hemial potential � and T ,p(�; T ) et. Nulear EOS plays a vital role beause it a�ets di�erent phasesof the Universe evolution, namely the fate of the Universe at times of a fewmiroseonds from the Big Bang, the supernova explosion and neutron starollisions.There are three very important features of the EOS under investigationnow:� Phase transition from nulear liquid into oexistene phaseof nulear vapor (nuleons) and nulear droplets (fragments).This phenomenon is alled nulear liquid-gas phase transition. Thefores between the individual nuleons in a nuleus vary with distanein a manner similar to those between moleules in an ordinary liquid.Thus it is expeted that with inreasing exitation energy the liquid-gas phase transition an take plae in �nite nulei.� Phase transition from on�ned hadroni matter to deon�nedpartoni matter. The idea of suh transition has been around sinethe �rst models of the quark struture of hadrons. This deon�nedhirally symmetri state of matter is alled the quark�gluon plasma(QGP). In this new phase of matter the quarks, instead of being boundup into more omplex partiles suh as protons and neutrons, are liber-ated to roam freely. The QGP was the state of matter in the Universea few miroseonds after the Big Bang and prior to its ondensationinto hadrons.� Novel phases and strutures of nulear matter at a high den-sity. The nulear density in the ore of neutron stars exeeds that ofnulei by up to the fator of 10. In this ondition, new strutures ofstrongly interating matter are predited. The nulear matter at largebaryon densities is muh less explored and the future faility at theGSI aims at detailed and omprehensive investigation of superdensebaryoni matter.Collisions of heavy atomi nulei o�er a unique possibility to reate andinvestigate nulear matter in a broad range of densities and temperatures.The kineti energies of ollisions disussed in this artile spread from theintermediate (� 100A MeV) to ultrarelativisti energies (� 100A GeV).



Phases of Nulear Matter Observed in Heavy Ion Collisions 23352. Nulear liquid-gas phase transitionThere were two important experimental observations that aused veryative theoretial and experimental studies of nulear liquid-gas phase transi-tion. The �rst experiment showed that nulear fragment (Af ; Zf); 2<Zf<15mass yields produed by protons in the energy range (80 < E < 350) GeVinident on krypton and xenon targets are desribed by a power-law depen-dene, isobari yield / A��f [1℄. The partiular value of � � 2:6 is signi�antfor the fragment formation mehanism. Theoretial studies of liquid-gasphase transition indiate that near the ritial point, the distribution ofluster sizes, i.e., the number of onstituents ontained in a droplet, shouldobey a power-law with exponent is between 2 and 3 [2℄. The seond exper-iment was performed by the ALADIN ollaboration [3℄. The data for the197Au+197Au reation at 600 MeV were used to onstrut a nulear aloriurve for fragmenting projetile like hot nulei. The term �alori urve� isommonly adopted for a relation between the system temperature T andexitation energy E.These experimental observations of the �nite nuleoni system breakupinto several intermediate mass fragments has been assoiated with the nu-lear liquid to nuleon vapor phase transition. Considering the omplexity ofnulear ollisions there is muh unertainty whether nuleoni system heatedin ollision proess with its assoiated dynami evolution leads to the ritialstate of nulear matter. If so, another interesting question arises, whetherthe small system exhibit all features of the phase transition. The phasetransitions are related to ritial behaviors and are governed by the univer-sal properties. Variety of signatures were employed in the identi�ation ofritial behavior of the �nite nuleoni systems produed in nulear olli-sions.Over more than a deade, numerous experiments were dediated to nu-lear alori urve measurement. The existing data ontain the signi�antvariation in the systems studied, in the ollision dynamis involved, in theexperimental and analysis tehniques used, in the theoretial desriptionsproposed and even in the manner the results were presented. Early attemptsto draw a oherent onlusion from the information ontent in experimentalalori urves were rather unsuessful [4, 5℄. However, the reent reviewof alori urve measurements indiates that the data provide diret mea-sures of both the ritial energy and the ritial temperature for the phasehange over a wide range of nulear system masses [6℄. The authors ofRef. [6℄ plotted the experimental orrelated values of the temperatures andexitation energies per nuleon for �ve seleted mass regions: A = 30 � 60,A = 60 � 100, A = 100 � 140, A = 140 � 180, A = 180 � 240. The exper-imental data viewed in this way show that the obtained alori urves arequalitatively similar in having a rising part at low exitation energies and



2336 Z. Majkathen �atten into a plateau-like region at higher exitation energies. Generalrising of the alori urves toward the urves orresponding to Fermi-gasmodel lines, T = pKE�=A, for inverse level density parameters K = 13in the low energies region and then leveling of the urve re�ets a suddeninrease of the heat apaity. On the other hand, the statistial models ofmultifragmentation predit �attening of the urve where the onset of multi-fragment prodution takes plae.The average temperature for the plateau region dereases with inreasingsystem mass. This limiting temperatures whih are observed in alori urvemeasurements were previously assoiated with the system Coulomb insta-bility temperature [7℄. In the temperature-dependent Hartree�Fok modelalulation [8℄, the instability temperature represents the limit of the equilib-rium phase oexistene between liquid and vapor. Although in the abseneof the Coulomb fores the oexistene is possible up to ritial temperatureof nulear matter, the harged nulear system beomes unstable at the limit-ing temperature whih dereases with inreasing system mass (harge). Thedeparture from the rising part to �attening of experimental alori urve inthe A � 160 region was assoiated with ritial point identi�ed by the re-ent Fisher droplet model analysis [9℄. This information was used to obtainapparent ritial points from the experimental alori urves for other massregions. The values of these temperatures and exitation energies dereasewith inreasing nulear system mass suggesting that disintegration of heav-ier systems ours within the o-existene liquid-gas phase at temperaturewell bellow ritial temperatures. Thus, the lightest nulear systems are themost favorable to investigate the ritial point in �nite nulei. Derived ex-perimentally the limiting temperatures and exitation energies are in verygood agreement with results of reent alulations employing either a hiralsymmetry model or Gogny interation [10, 11℄. These alulations assumea soft equation of state with inompressibility of 194�228 MeV and ritialtemperature of 14.8�15.9 MeV for symmetri nulear matter.The ombined results indiate that the ondition of liquid-gas equilib-rium phase similar to that assumed in the Coulomb instability alulationsphase has been ahieved.Another approah to determine the ritial point for the nulear liquid-gas phase transition in �nite nulear matter is based on investigations oftemperature and exitation energy region where maximum �utuations inthe disassembly of highly exited nulear system are observed. Although avariety of observables have been used to identify this region, the reent theo-retial analyses indiate that the apparent ritial behavior may be observedfar away from the atual ritial point [12℄ and more experimental data areneeded for preise identi�ation of the exitation energy and temperature atthe ritial point.



Phases of Nulear Matter Observed in Heavy Ion Collisions 23373. Quark�gluon plasma phaseThe omputer simulation of lattie-regularized quantum hromodynam-is (QCD) at �nite temperature is the most reliable approah to study thethermodynamis of equilibrated system of quarks and gluons. Suh simu-lations strongly support the expetation that hadroni matter undergoes aphase transition into deon�ned quarks and gluons phase in whih hiralsymmetry is restored. Although both phenomena, namely hiral symmetrybreaking and on�ment, are related to di�erent aspets of non-perturbativeQCD vauum, the alulations show that both ritial temperatures oin-ide.The standard Monte Carlo sampling tehniques limit the QCD lattiesimulation to the systems of vanishing baryon density (baryo-hemial po-tential �B = 0). Reent theoretial progress allows to ondut the lattiesimulation of the QCD phase transition for the baryo-hemial potentialup to �B = 800 MeV. The lattie simulations for the realisti quark massspetrum predit:� The ritial temperature of the phase transition between the hadroniand quark�gluon phase is T = 175� 15 MeV. This transition is mostlikely sudden and takes plae in a narrow range of about 20 MeV tem-perature. The ritial temperature dereases slowly with inreasingbaryo-hemial potential.� The hange of energy density whih may be interpreted as latent heatof the transition is �"/T 4 � 8.Experimental study of ultrarelativisti nuleus�nuleus ollisions is a newand rapidly evolving �eld. First experiments started in 1986 with light ions(A � 30) almost simultaneously in Brookhaven at the AGS (Ebeam � 15GeV/nuleon) and at CERN at the SPS (Ebeam = 200 GeV/nuleon ). Heavyions (A � 200) have been available at the AGS sine 1992 and at the SPSsine 1994. In these experiments ollisions our with a target �xed in thelaboratory frame. The Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) started itsoperation in June 2000 at Brookhaven National Laboratory. RHIC has twobeams irulating in opposite diretions around 3:8 km ring with six inter-ation regions. The aelerator has a design luminosity of 2� 1026m�2s�1for Au+Au beams at psNN = 200 GeV and produes ollisions at a rateup to 1; 000 Hz. Four of the interation regions are instrumented withthe experimental setups of BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHOBOS and STAR [13℄.Eah of these experiments will ontribute uniquely to the exploration of thehigh temperature and high/low baryon density region of the phase diagramof strongly interating matter. The Broad RAnge Hadron Spetrometer



2338 Z. Majka(BRAHMS) experiment [14℄ has been designed to gather basi informationon momentum spetra and yields for various emitted hadrons as a funtionof transverse momenta, pt, and rapidity, y.After 16 years of data olletion at CERN, it is now lear at least forthe CERN heavy ion physiists, that the experimental results from sevenlarge experiments namely, NA44, NA45, NA49, NA50, NA52, WA97 andWA98 [15℄ give �ompelling evidene for prodution of the new state ofmatter� plasma of quark and gluons [16℄. Quoted statement from the CERNpress release is based on several exiting observations:� The initial energy density reahed in entral Pb+Pb ollisions at 160GeV/nuleon was estimated to about 3 GeV/fm3. Suh onditionsare well above the ritial value of 1GeV/fm3 predited by the lattiealulations for the prodution of the deon�ned phase.� A signi�ant thermal photons emission for entral Pb+Pb ollisionswas reported. In ontrary, the data for peripheral ollisions showed noevidene for any photon exess above the expeted bakground. Emis-sion of thermal photon is a positive identi�ation of the deon�nedphase.� The suppression of harmonia bound states in heavy ion ollisions wasfound. It is expeted that the quarkonia annot survive in the quark�gluon plasma in equilibrium due to the strong olor sreening e�ets.On the other hand, the harmed quarks annot be produed belowthe ritial energy density and temperatures higher than the ritialtemperature are required in order to sreen in the plasma high massquarkonia interations.� A very large enhanement fator of multi-strange baryons was observedin Pb+Pb ollisions with respet to p + p results. This observationindiates a fast strangeness prodution during the hadronization phase.However, additional e�ets suh as re-sattering of the hadrons in the�nal state might play a role.� The azimuthal distribution of the hadrons in the �nal state is anotherobservable whih indiates the deon�ned phase prodution.In summary, the results of the CERN heavy ion experimental programprovided onvining evidene for the formation of the quark�gluon plasma.There is a great hope that the �rst heavy ion ollider RHIC will supplymore information on the properties of the quark�gluon phase of stronglyinterating matter. The early results from all four experiments have been



Phases of Nulear Matter Observed in Heavy Ion Collisions 2339reently published. Let me summarize here the �rst results whih were ob-tained by the BRAHMS ollaboration in whih our group from the Jagiel-lonian University partiipates.The BRAHMS experiments have measured pseudo-rapidity densities ofharged partiles and anti-partile to partile ratios from 197Au + 197Auollisions at psNN = 130 GeV and psNN = 200 GeV. The data wereolleted over a large range of pseudo-rapidity as a funtion of ollisionentrality. Although the full understanding of ultra-relativisti heavy ionollisions requires more detailed analyses, the urrent investigation leads toseveral onlusions:� The harged partile prodution sales smoothly frompsNN=130 GeVto psNN = 200 GeV in a wide region around midrapidity.� The harged partile multipliities in the interval of approximately�0:5 to �1:5 units below the beam rapidity are largely independentof the ollision entrality and ollision energy, supporting a limitingfragmentation piture. In ontrast, around the enter of mass rapidity,an inrease in the reation energy is utilized for inreased partileprodution.� The estimated value of the Bjorken energy density at psNN=200 GeVis several times higher than the ritial value predited for the quark�gluon plasma phase transition.� The ratio of negative to positive pions is lose to unity as would beexpeted at these bombarding energies where about 5000 harged par-tiles (predominantly pions) are produed per entral ollision. Theanti-proton to proton ratio at midrapidity inreases from 0:64 forpsNN = 130 GeV to 0:75 for psNN = 200 GeV. These values arethe highest observed so far in heavy ion ollisions. However, the fulltranspareny is not reahed.4. Phase of dense baryon matterThe highest net baryon densities are expeted for heavy ion ollisionsin the beam energy range between 10 and 40 GeV/nuleon. The proposedaelerator faility at the GSI will open up the possibility to study the regionof dense baryoni matter at moderately high temperatures. There are threemajor reasons to study nulear matter at high density:� Investigation of the nulear EOS. Compressibility of nulear mat-ter is an important bulk property of the nulear matter and was pre-dominately studied for nulei in lose viinity of their ground states.



2340 Z. MajkaSuh studies allowed to determine the urvature of the nulear EOSfor a small range of nulear density. An extrapolation of the nulearEOS into the region of higher densities is strongly dependent on themodi�ation of the baryon and meson properties in dense and hot nu-lear medium. The ompressibility determines a resistane of nulearmatter to the gravitational pressure and also de�nes the maximummass of neutron star before its ollapsing into the blak hole.� Investigation of the dense medium modi�ation of hadronproperties. Spontaneous hiral symmetry breaking in the QCD va-uum leads to a non-zero values of quark�antiquark and gluon onden-sates. It was postulated that these hiral ondensates are responsiblefor the observed masses of the hadrons whih are relatively large asompared to the urrent masses of the quarks. Moreover the values ofthe ondensates derease with inreasing baryon density or tempera-ture. Thus, there is a tendeny to restore hiral symmetry in densehadroni matter.� Exploration of possible new phases of nulear matter at ul-tra high density. Novel phases of strongly interating matter areexpeted to our at the baryon density whih exeeds the baryondensity of ordinary nulei by up to the fator of 10. In this ase, va-riety of ompeting form of matter are predited [17℄. In partiular,ondensates of kaons, a large abundane of hyperons or a plasma ofquarks and gluons. 5. SummaryThe quantitative understanding of the rih phenomena of strongly inter-ating matter is a fasinating hallenge for modern fundamental researh.Energeti ollisions between heavy nulei provide the most powerful tool forthis study. A lot of work has been done during reent years to verify di�erentsignatures of phase transitions in strongly interating matter. We showedthat eah signal has its own weak point and annot be used as a �nal proof.In order to reah rather strong evidene for liquid-gas phase transition in�nite nulei the ombined results from many experiments were utilized. Alsoan observation of the quark�gluon plasma formation in heavy ion ollisionwas delared after olleting of many experimental signatures provided bydi�erent experiments.Looking further ahead, the large hadron ollider (LHC) urrently on-struted at CERN will open up for exploration an entirely new territory.The initial temperatures up to 1000 MeV for Pb+Pb ollisions have beenpredited and muh longer plasma lifetimes are expeted.
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